COURSE DESCRIPTION:  CLSC 906: Practicum  3 Credits

This course will reflect the supervised professional training in a library, archive, or other library/information service agency approved by the faculty of the School of Library and Information Science with a minimum of 120 hours per semester. Written goals & objectives, Blackboard discussions, and both student and supervisor evaluation of the practicum experience are required. Requests for practicum should be made toward the end of the preceding semester to allow sufficient time to make arrangements. Graded Pass/Fail. Prerequisites: 551, 553, 555 and permission of Practicum Coordinator.

TEXT: Various readings as assigned through Blackboard discussions.

COURSE OBJECTIVES AND ASSIGNMENTS:

The SLIS MSLS program develops graduates who:

1. Demonstrate skill in organizing, disseminating, managing, preserving information;
2. Demonstrate skill in the use of information technologies and articulate the role of information technology in facilitating information management;
3. Demonstrate a commitment to the philosophy, principles, and legal and ethical responsibilities of the field;
4. Serve information seekers in a global society;
5. Exhibit an understanding of education and service as integral to the role of the information professional in society;
6. Interpret and apply research results from library and information science and related fields;
7. Articulate the economic, political, cultural, and social importance of the information profession;
8. Demonstrate a dedication to professional growth, continuous learning, and applying new knowledge to improve information systems and services to meet the needs of information users in society.

As a culminating experience, the practicum course should provide the opportunity for students to synthesize the information that has been presented in academic
coursework and be able to apply this information and the resulting skills to their practicum positions.

Congratulations! You are beginning a very exciting and worthwhile part of your library and information science preparation program. Students have often described their practicum experience as one of the most valuable learning opportunities that they had to prepare them for their future library positions.

Please remember – you are representing Catholic University and our School of Library and Information Science at your work site. You are expected to maintain a professional appearance, attitude, and work ethic while you are there. Site supervisors have made a commitment to assist our university in providing a meaningful field experience for a period of time. Your role is to follow their direction and leadership in completing the agreed-upon tasks, and learn from them as much as you can.

As practicum coordinator, it is my responsibility to assist students in setting up their work experiences, to coordinate the tasks and activities with the on-site supervisor, to visit students at their work site, to facilitate Blackboard discussions, to monitor and evaluate student work journals and Blackboard postings, to evaluate final summary reports, and to issue final grades of “Pass” or “Fail.”

Please make a note of the dates on our schedule for the semester activities listed below, and let me know if you have any questions or concerns about the information.

**PRACTICUM EXPECTATIONS: Beginning of the Practicum**

**May 14 or the first day of your practicum – Your daily journal should begin the first day you arrive at work.** This should be kept as a daily log with narrative comments prepared as a Word file with dated entries. Students should include **brief** notes about daily tasks, software used, online resources used, any training that your supervisor had to do, knowledge you acquired, special problems or challenges that you had, etc. These journal notes will be expected to be posted weekly to the Discussion Board of Blackboard, as well as shared with me during my site visit. **Students who have been previously approved to begin their practicum work prior to the beginning date of the semester** can post multiple weeks in that first weekly slot on Blackboard. The entire journal will be submitted at the end of the semester as a Word document, and will become the foundation of your end-of-course assignment as you develop your final summary to be e-mailed to me for satisfactory completion of the course. A sample journal entry is given below.

---

9/14: I started today by completing the internet security program (seems there is a lot of government red tape). I then went to have my Registered Readers card updated so that I can make use of the library’s reserve program, especially for the Web guide bibliographies. Kris gave me a heads up on an additional project that would be coming my way from Online Programs for All Libraries (OPAL), handling some research for upcoming programming. I then attended the LOC research instruction led by Rodney Katz, a main reading room reference librarian. He brought to my attention several digital resources that I may use

9/17: Today Kris gave me a tutorial in using QuestionPoint. This is the OCLC software program the library uses for providing digital reference through their Ask a Librarian program and daily online chats. I explored the QuestionPoint site afterward to gain a better understanding of what kinds of questions the library receives and how librarians answer questions. The site also offered resources such as RUSA’s virtual reference guidelines that I reviewed. Once I had acquainted myself with these examples of virtual reference, I finished crafting my response to a request for articles on Clara Barton. In addition to the LOC collection items, I search databases for articles to suggest, along with external web sites and books that may have bibliographies that would be of use in his or her article search. Kris also introduced me to the Harvard University Open Collections online, which I will definitely be returning to in the future. Once I had answered the question as completely as I thought possible, I visited the Science & Technology Reading Room to pick up the books I had on reserve on Nellie Bly to wrap up the bibliography for my first Web guide.

Two weeks after starting your practicum or no later than Friday, June 1 - Please send either in the body of the e-mail or as a Word attachment updated information as outlined below. This information is critically important as I develop information to discuss with the site supervisors and my visitation schedule.

1. The name and location (specific address) of your practicum (I need to verify the information that you originally submitted on your Practicum Application.)
2. Name, title, and work schedule of your supervisor (what hours can he/she be reached; work schedule – days, times)
3. Term of your practicum (beginning and estimated ending dates)
4. Tentative schedule of work to be completed - (weekly schedule – days; times, # of hours)
5. Statement of practicum objectives and anticipated activities/tasks – be as specific as you can. Most likely this will be a more complete overview than what many of you put on your applications; some of you will only need to copy and paste the information on your application. This information will serve as my evaluation standard to ensure that you have completed or experienced the various tasks that are listed. A bulleted list is acceptable.
6. Best time (day of week, hours of the day) for me to make a visit. With the number of students that I have this semester, I will need to develop a visitation schedule as soon as possible. Remember, you and your supervisor will need to be on-site when I come. Once I have this information from everyone, I will set up a tentative schedule for your site supervisor’s and your approval.
7. Please verify the contact information (phone numbers with area codes and email addresses) of you and your supervisor that was included in your application. Communication is critically important in this process since you have no on-campus class connection. Please check your email frequently for updates from me. Your possible Blackboard participation will be referenced later in this document. Thanks so much for your cooperation with this!
PRACTICUM EXPECTATIONS: Throughout the Practicum

You will enjoy the opportunity to become part of a professional library information team. Learn all that you can from your mentors and other professional colleagues whom you encounter. Students have shared their excitement and enthusiasm for working with such wonderful experts in their fields, and have enjoyed the opportunity to apply what they have learned in classes to their work. Many students have been very successful in capitalizing on this work experience and have used their network of new contacts to get their first full-time job. Take advantage of your site’s professional organizational and leadership team. These networking opportunities that a practicum provides for our students become invaluable resources as graduates look for full-time professional library positions.

PRACTICUM EXPECTATIONS: Blackboard Discussions

We will have a Blackboard presence on the web with Discussion Boards about current library information issues that you are experiencing in your positions. You will note that three discussion questions have been assigned for Blackboard discussions in addition to your weekly journal postings. Students will be expected to post their thoughts regarding these current topics based on their work experiences at the site. Failure to post comments will adversely affect the final grade. Reading deadlines will be as follows: Sundays, May 27, June 24, and July 29.

Students will also be expected to post their weekly journal entries no later than 12:00 p.m. midnight on Sunday of each week beginning Sunday, May 20, or the first Sunday following your starting work. Failure to post journal entries will also adversely affect the final grade. Additional details regarding posting requirements may be sent to you through email or posted in Blackboard.

Students will be expected to comment on other student postings throughout the term, and contribute to online class discussions using Blackboard. A dialog among the students and professor will be desirable as students get into their various work responsibilities. Students are required to post at least one comment each week that they work, or no less than 10 comments for the entire term.

PRACTICUM EXPECTATIONS: Midterm of the Practicum

By Friday, June 8 - All site visits will have been scheduled with supervisors & students, with most site visits occurring in June and July.

Your assistance in coordinating the scheduling for my site visit is very important. You are in a much better position than the practicum coordinator to recognize what times would be more convenient for your site supervisor and for your workflow to be interrupted. Start early in the planning for these visits – many times with meetings,
conferences, and other commitments, it becomes a juggling act to work out visitation dates.

Most visits have lasted about an hour. Typically, my agenda for the visit is as follows:

1. Get an overview of the library or information site – who does the library serve? What kind of collection is there? What kind of staff is employed?
2. Find out how you have fit into their information team. Let me hear about the specific tasks and activities that you have been doing or any special projects that you have been working on.
3. Ask for suggestions or recommendations that either of you have for the Practicum process that will help to improve the program.
4. Remind students and supervisors about the deadline for the student summary and the supervisor’s evaluation.
5. Discuss any problems, questions or concerns.

PRACTICUM EXPECTATIONS: Completion of the Practicum

Due Friday, August 3: Upon the completion of the practicum, all students will have completed their weekly work log postings to Blackboard, and will have participated in the weekly discussion forums in Blackboard.

Students will also be required to turn in their two-page, single spaced final summary to the Practicum Coordinator. Any students who will be graduating in May who need to complete this summary prior to this date need to notify me. This report can be sent as a Word attachment through e-mail. This report should include, but not be limited to, the following information and should be based on students’ work journals.

- **Introduction** - Identify and describe your work location indicating the type of work that the library is involved in and how your practicum work was a part of that.

- **Work description** - Tell me about the tasks that you were asked to perform throughout the work experience. Did you work on a specific project or was your work more varied, moving around from department to department? Was your work part of an ongoing project or were you able to see closure to your work? What products or services did you produce or provide?

- **Work challenges and rewards** - Describe what you felt was the most challenging aspect of your work (something that you had to learn, problems that you had to solve, and/or knowledge that you had to acquire). Also describe what you felt was the most satisfying and professionally rewarding part of your work. Would you be interested in doing this type of work as your first job? Did you feel that even though this was what you thought you wanted to do, have you now found your area of interest in another aspect of librarianship?
• **Job preparation** - What preparation did you have for this job? What courses or readings gave you the best background for working in this environment? What information or knowledge did you not have that you felt would have been helpful?

• **Future outlook** - How do you see this library operation changing and evolving in the future based on your brief work experience there?

• **Final comments** - Share your personal thoughts about the experience - what you liked, didn't like, what surprised you, what disappointed you, any new insights that you have into your chosen profession. Let me know any suggestions that you have for the practicum - how can we improve the process for future students?

**Due Friday, August 3** – All site supervisors will be asked to complete a two-page evaluation and survey, and then send these to me by e-mail by this date. Be sure that you speak with your supervisor well in advance of this date to remind them. The evaluation form and survey reminder will be e-mailed to all supervisors and copied to you **by Monday, July 30**.

**ASSESSMENT OF THE PRACTICUM**

Final evaluation of the practicum experience will be based on the students’ journal entries, Blackboard discussions, final summary report, and the evaluation forms from the practicum supervisor. Grades are pass/fail. A “pass” grade will be given if:

1. The site supervisor recommends a passing grade.
2. Weekly journal entries have been posted to Blackboard on time.
3. All three discussion questions have been answered appropriately and on time.
4. Students have posted the minimum of 10 comments throughout the semester to other students’ weekly journal postings.

I know that you will greatly enjoy this “course.” Your supervisors will also receive a copy of this document so that they will have an idea of our expectations for you during this practicum.

Please contact me immediately if you have any questions or concerns. I’m looking forward to visiting each of you at your sites!

**OTHER EXPECTATIONS AND POLICIES**

**Academic honesty**: Academic honesty is expected of all CUA students. Faculty are required to initiate the imposition of sanctions when they find violations of academic honesty, such as plagiarism, improper use of a student’s own work, cheating, and fabrication.

The following sanctions are presented in the University procedures related to Student Academic Dishonesty (from
http://policies.cua.edu/academicundergrad/integrityprocedures.cfm: “The presumed sanction for undergraduate students for academic dishonesty will be failure for the course. There may be circumstances, however, where, perhaps because of an undergraduate student’s past record, a more serious sanction, such as suspension or expulsion, would be appropriate. In the context of graduate studies, the expectations for academic honesty are greater, and therefore the presumed sanction for dishonesty is likely to be more severe, e.g., expulsion. ...In the more unusual case, mitigating circumstances may exist that would warrant a lesser sanction than the presumed sanction.”

Please review the complete texts of the University policy and procedures regarding Student Academic Dishonesty, including requirements for appeals, at http://policies.cua.edu/academicundergrad/integrity.cfm and http://policies.cua.edu/academicundergrad/integrityprocedures.cfm.

Campus Resources for student support: (Check the CUA website for the library, tutoring center, writing center, counseling center if needed during the semester.)

Accommodations for students with disabilities: Any student who feels s/he may need an accommodation based on the impact of a disability should contact the instructor privately to discuss specific needs. Please contact Disability Support Services (at 202 319-5211, room 207 Pryzbyla Center) to coordinate reasonable accommodations for students with documented disabilities. To read about the services and policies, please visit the website: http://disabilitysupport.cua.edu.

COURSE SCHEDULE

Monday, May 14
(Or whenever you begin)  
Beginning of student journal, documenting daily activities

Sunday, May 20
First Blackboard Journal Posting due

Sunday, May 27
First Blackboard discussion question due

Friday, June 1
Updated information sent to Practicum Coordinator

Friday, June 8
Site visit by practicum coordinator scheduled

Sunday, June 24
Second Blackboard reading discussion due

Friday, July 13
Friday, July 14

Comprehensive Exams

Sunday, July 29
Final Blackboard reading discussion due

Monday, July 30
Reminders sent
Final evaluation form emailed to site supervisors
Final evaluation form copied to students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Friday, August 3</td>
<td>Final two-page summary, journal, BB discussion by student and final evaluation by the site supervisor due to practicum coordinator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday, August 6</td>
<td>All final grades posted to Cardinal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>